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Inspiration for your project

Handpicked references as a source of inspiration, sorted into 10 types of application.

In the private sector, the trend is clearly in using a single floor covering for an entire project. This consistent basis opens up new design options, but at 
the same time places new demands on quality, functionality, and, of course, comfort. mafi natural wood floors are flexible enough to be used in wellness 
areas, children‘s rooms, and open-plan kitchens.

In the public sector, mafi floors are mostly used in hotels, restaurants, medical practices but also frequently in offices. Wood affects all of our senses, 
relaxes, and promotes a sense of well-being. Thanks to mafi‘s unique and unadulterated surfaces, mafi natural wood floors improve the indoor climate, 
clean the air, and reduce static electricity coming off electrical devices.
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LIVING[ECC0 BKG]

Coral OAK black  ·  brushed, grey oil

PRIVATE

Moosseedorf, Switzerland



[ECVU BKN]

OAK Country Vulcano  ·  brushed, natural oil

PRIVATE

Floreat, Australia

Architect: Neil Cownie Architect Pty Ltd.

Finding true rest at home

– Open-pored wood has a relaxing effect on humans and animals alike.

– Our unadulterated, brushed surface simply feels good, especially when barefoot.

– Real wood floors guarantee a feel-good atmosphere whatever the furnishing style.
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[EA4C BKW]

OAK Clear Chevron 45°  ·  brushed, white oil

PRIVATE

Hamburg, Germany
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[EAEB BKX]

OAK Clear  ·  brushed, extreme white oil

PRIVATE

Lich Langsdorf, Germany

Architect: aplus architecture

Wood floors for the heart of the home

– Broad portfolio of resilient wood species for heavy use.

– Easy to clean and prevent staining in a single step.

– Our natural wood floors can be repaired and do not necessarily have to be replaced.
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PRIVATE

Salzburg, Austria

Architect: Die Planerei – ZT GmbH Arch. Dipl.-Ing. Bernd Ramsauer

[EIT0 BKN]

Tiger OAK black  ·  brushed, natural oil
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[LCEB BKW]

LARCH Country  ·  brushed, white oil

PRIVATE

Williamstown, AustraliaDetails that make the difference

– Stairs as a new living space, from a single source, and matched to your wood floor.

– Create accents with matching wall cladding or suspended wood ceiling elements.
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PRIVATE

Neumarkt am Wallersee, Austria

[ECEB BKW]

OAK Country  ·  brushed, white oil
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[EHVF BKN]

OAK Vulcano Medium Herringbone 90°  ·  brushed, natural oil

PRIVATE

Hamburg, Germany

A grand space to welcome guests

– Large selection of different formats, such as room-length planks or large-format 
 herringbone planks.

– High-quality wood floors form a timeless basis for interior designs even if the trends 
 shift over time.
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PRIVATE

Salzburg, Austria

Architect: ZT Arch. DI Karl Ortner

[ECC0 HKN]

Coral OAK Vulcano black  ·  hand-planed, natural oil
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KITCHENS
[ECVU BKN]

OAK Country Vulcano  ·  brushed, natural oil

PRIVATE

Floreat, Australia

Architect: Neil Cownie Architect Pty Ltd.



[ECEB BKW]

OAK Country  ·  brushed, white oil

PRIVATE

Neumarkt am Wallersee, Austria

Gathering spaces

– No other material than unadulterated wood creates such a unique, pleasant atmosphere 
 where people like to meet and linger.

– Open living/dining areas especially benefit from the versatility and resilience of mafi 
 natural wood floors.
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PRIVATE

Arlington, USA

Architect: Interior Matter

[EAEB BKX]

OAK Clear  ·  brushed, extreme white oil
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[EABD BKW]

OAK Clear Wide-Plank  ·  brushed, white oil

PRIVATE

Linz, Austria

Turning cooking into an absolute pleasure

– Standing for a long time at the stove is much easier on mafi natural wood floors than 
 on tiles or stone, for example. This is due to the softwood middle layer as well as the 
 wood itself.

– Our air-dried oil finish puts you in direct contact with the wood surface which is 
 therefore always at body temperature.
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PRIVATE

Düsseldorf, Germany

Architect: Raumfabrik Konzept- und Ideenschmiede GmbH

[EHVU BKN]

OAK Vulcano Medium  ·  brushed, natural oil
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[ECE5 BKW]

OAK Sand  ·  brushed, white oil

PRIVATE

Lugagnano, Italy

Architect: ARCStudio Perlini

Carefree cooking and dining

– Clean and care for your floors in a single step.

– Whether it‘s a splash of red wine or hot fat, household remedies or special 
 stain removers, mafi surfaces can be quickly and easily cleaned directly 
 on the spot.

– Get in touch with our service team if you need help with difficult cases.
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PRIVATE

Linz, Austria

[EIEB BKG]

OAK Character  ·  brushed, grey oil
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PRIVATE

Wals, Austria

[C025 BKW]

OAK Clear Carving Lipso I  ·  brushed, white oil

Your kitchen as a statement

– A timeless natural wood floor creates the perfect basis for your kitchen kitchen 
 design, whether you opt for contrasts or a holistic color concept.

– Repetitions of materials in your table tops, cabinet doors, and backsplash matched 
 to your wood floors will create a harmonious interior design.
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SLEEPING

[WEEB BTZ]

UNI ASH  ·  brushed, deep white natured

PRIVATE

San Antonio, USA



[ZIEB BKW]

Swiss Stone Pine  ·  brushed, white oil

PRIVATE

Attersee, Austria

Architect: raum2design – Irina Janssen

Healthy materials for healthy sleep

– Choosing the right materials is key, as the bedroom is the one room where we spend  
 most of our time at home.

– Your bedroom floors are the first thing you feel when you get up in the morning. With 
 us, you get to feel real wood, unadulterated and honest.
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HOTEL STEIRERECK AM POGUSCH

Turnau, Austria

[LCBD BKN]

LARCH Country Wide-Plank  ·  brushed, natural oil
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DESIGNHOTEL LAURICHHOF

Pirna, Germany

Architect: Seidel+Architekten

[F502 FKW]

BEECH Vulcano Fresco Punto  ·  milled, white oil

Regeneration through real wood

– Balanced humidity levels and the latent wood scent after cleaning have a relaxing 
 effect and make it easier to switch off and fall asleep.

– Wood harmonizes with people. Stone pine, for example, has a direct effect on 
 our heartbeat and saves the heart an entire hour‘s work for every eight hours 
 you sleep (source: Joanneum University).
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PRIVATE

Gent, Belgium

Architect: Piet Van Besien

[R011 BKN]

OAK Country Vulcano Riva Mezzo  ·  brushed, natural oil
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PRIVATE

Brooklyn, USA

[ECEB BKW]

OAK Country  ·  brushed, white oil

The indoor air factor

– The open-pored surface of the wood cleans the room air and thus sustainably 
 improves the quality of your sleep.

– mafi natural wood floors are open to diffusion and automatically regulate the 
 humidity in the room. 51



[EKVU BKW]

OAK Country Vulcano Medium  ·  brushed, white oil

PRIVATE

St. Gilgen, Austria

Dual function: sleeping and living

– When furnishing your child‘s room, particular attention should be paid 
 to avoid toxins and make sure to use natural materials. mafi natural wood 
 floors are free from harmful substances such as VOCs and formaldehyde.

– Thanks to the oiled and non-film-forming surface, it‘s easy to repair local  
 areas of our floors and small signs of wear and tear can even regenerate 
 themselves.
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PRIVATE

Reutlingen, Germany

[EIT0 BKN]

Tiger OAK black  ·  brushed, natural oil
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BATHROOMS & WELLNESS

PRIVATE

Hepburn Springs, Australia

Architect: Robert Nichol and sons

[VNVU BKN]

Nero OAK Vulcano  ·  brushed, natural oil



[EAEF BKN]

OAK Clear Herringbone 90°  ·  brushed, natural oil

PRIVATE

Dallas, USA

Architect: Urbanology Designs

Rethinking a classic room

– mafi‘s unique surfaces make it possible to use the same floor covering throughout 
 your entire home, including the bathroom.

– With a wood floor, you will give your bathroom a completely new character: no more 
 cold tiles but instead a home oasis.
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PRIVATE

Termen, Switzerland

Architect: werlen matthias architecture ag

[ECEB BKW]

OAK Country  ·  brushed, white oil
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[F501 FKN]

BEECH Vulcano Fresco Rombo  ·  milled, natural oil

PRIVATE

Bremen, Germany

Wood as an experience

– With mafi natural wood floors, you directly stand on the wood and not on an 
 unnatural layer of wax or lacquer: this feeling makes the difference.

– The wood feels always warm to the body and thanks to the gentle brushing it is also 
 a tactile experience.

– Our special 3-D wood floors are real eye-catchers that massage your feet at the 
 same time, whether at home or in the hotel spa.
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PRIVATE

Esch, Austria

[C013 BKW]

OAK Country Carving Check I  ·  brushed, white oil
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[LAEB BKN]

LARCH  ·  brushed, natural oil

PRIVATE

Nürnberg, Germany

Architect: Jürgen Pfaff interior designer BDIA

Water, wood, and cleaning

– The open-pored surface of our natural wood floors allows moisture to 
 be absorbed and later released back into the room. This makes the floor 
 resistant to average amounts of water in the bathroom (as long as it has 
 a chance to dry in between).

– Cleaning the floor is as easy as washing your hands: just use soap and 
 warm water. 
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HOTELS

[C025 BKW]

OAK Clear Carving Lipso I  ·  brushed, white oil

PEAKINI FARMHAUS

Untertauern, Austria

Architect: Peakini Studio – Gerhard Lürzer



[LADO SKN]

Domino LARCH Vulcano  ·  sanded, natural oil

25HOURS HOTEL

Vienna, Austria

Architect: DREIMETA – Armin Fischer

A home away from home

– High-quality wood floors automatically convey a mixture of exclusivity and naturalness.

– Wood floors set the stage for unique furnishing concepts. Our broad portfolio of 
 different designs and wood species gives you maximum design freedom.
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GENUSSDORF GMACHL

Bergheim, Austria

Architect: Franz Kirchmayr GmbH

[ECCC BKW]

Coral OAK CC  ·  brushed, white oil
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PEAKINI FARMHAUS

Untertauern, Austria

Architect: Peakini Studio – Gerhard Lürzer

[C020 BKN]

OAK Vulcano Medium Carving Chevron I  ·  brushed, natural oil

Healthy living as a unique selling point

– Guests are looking for variety, rest and regeneration: using the right materials 
 in your interior design highlights your hotel‘s efforts in this regard.

– mafi natural wood floors have outstanding healthy properties such as stress 
 reduction and air purification while also not containing any harmful substances.
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GRAND HYATT HOTEL

Athen, Greece

Architect: Gregory Konstantopoulos

[CEEB BKA]

COR ASH  ·  brushed, graphite grey oil
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[LAEB BTZ]

LARCH  ·  brushed, deep white natured

PEAKINI FARMHAUS

Untertauern, Austria

Architect: Peakini Studio – Gerhard Lürzer

Easy cleaning and local repair

– Fast, hygienic, and natural: mafi natural wood floors are cleaned with warm water 
 and wood floor soap.

– Damaged spots can be repaired directly without having to rework the entire surface. 
 This means that repairs can be carried out quickly and without disrupting hotel 
 operations.
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RESTAURANTS

HOTEL WINZER

St. Georgen, Austria

Architect: GASTRO – STYLE Georg Keiblinger GmbH

[ECEB BKN]

OAK Country  ·  brushed, natural oil



[EAEB BKM]

OAK Clear  ·  brushed, 1x natural oil 1x white oil

SHERATON GRAND TBILISI METECHI PALAC

Tiflis, Georgia

Architect: wrightassociates – interior architecture

Making wellbeing easy

– A wood floor creates an atmosphere, and above al,l invites people to linger.

– The open-pored surface paired with cleaning using wood floor soap, counteracts 
 any build-up of odors.

– Wood floors have a positive effect on room acoustics.
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MOTEL ONE WIEN STAATSOPER

Vienna, Austria

[ECK0 BKN]

Coral OAK Vulcano black  ·  brushed, natural oil
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[ECEB BKM]

OAK Country  ·  brushed, 1x natural oil 1x white oil

INN-HOTEL JÄGERWIRT

Lengau, Austria

Architect: Franz Frauscher technical office for interior design Furnishing, that tell its story

– A wide range of natural and especially timeless floor designs allows almost 
 unlimited flexibility for regular redesign of your spaces.

– Over decades, our floors develop a real patina that tells the story of those who 
 have lived and gathered with friends on them.
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ANOUKI BRASSERIE

Berlin, Germany

Architect: Pro Urban AG

[EIT0 BKN]

Tiger OAK black  ·  brushed, natural oil
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BAKERY BANGERTER

Basel, Switzerland

[ECC0 BKG]

Coral OAK black  ·  brushed, grey oil

Cleaning as easy as washing your hands

– Our natural wood floors have a very resistant surface that regenerates itself in the  
 event of scratches and allows easy repairs.

– Even with intensive use, our floors can be refreshed quickly and without disrupting 
 regular operations.

– Our floors are cleaned just like in olden days: with soap and water.
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OFFICES & COMPANIES

HYATT HEADQUARTERS

Chicago, USA

Architect: Gensler – San Francisco

[ECEB BKW]

OAK Country  ·  brushed, white oil



[ECKC BKN]

Coral OAK Vulcano CC  ·  brushed, natural oil

STADT CONSTRUCT

Cluj-Napoca, Romania

Healthy work for a happy team

– Real, unadulterated wood in workspaces increases the efficiency of employees 
 through better concentration and reducing the signs of fatigue.

– Our natural wood floors purify the air and have a direct effect on the well-being 
 of employees.

– Our broad portfolio of hardwoods is ideal for more intensive challenges such as 
 rolling office chairs.
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DESIMONE CONSULTING ENGINEERS

New York, USA

Architect: Gensler – New York

[EAEB BKW]

OAK Clear   ·  brushed, white oil
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[LABD BKW]

LARCH Wide-Plank  ·  brushed, white oil

CONFIDENTIAL PROFESSIONAL SERVICES CLIENT

Seattle, USA

Architect: Gensler – Seattle

Wood as added value for the team

– Our natural wood floors automatically create a cozy, pleasant atmosphere and  
 build a comfortable workplace.

– The non-layer-forming surface treatment with natural oil counteracts static charges 
 and reduces electrosmog. 99



STARZINGER GMBH & CO KG

Frankenmarkt, Austria

Architect: Die Planerei – ZT GmbH Arch. Dipl.-Ing. Bernd Ramsauer

[EKVU BKN]

OAK Country Vulcano Medium  ·  brushed, natural oil
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[ECE5 BKW]

OAK Sand  ·  brushed, white oil

MAS GMBH

Leonberg, Germany

Architect: Isabell Ehring, interior designer BA

Workplace of the future

– Humans and wood harmonize with each other and help create better workplace 
 environments. The key is to preserve the natural properties of the wood.

– A company‘s own ecological footprint plays a significant role and conscientious, 
 sustainable construction and interior design are important calling cards.
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TENOWO GMBH

Hof, Germany

Architect: architekturplus – Uwe Fickenscher

[LADO BKN]

Domino LARCH Vulcano  ·  brushed, natural oil
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[EIEB BKW]

OAK Character  ·  brushed, white oil

HEALTH FOR LIFE

Vienna, Austria

Architect: smartvoll architects

HEALTHCARE



[EIEB BKX]

OAK Character  ·  brushed, extreme white oil

MEDICAL PRACTICE DR. ULRIKE SCHULZ

Vienna, Austria

Architect: smartvoll architects

Interior design and its effect on patients

– A real wooden floor interacts with all our senses and helps create positive spirits.

– Our sense of smell, in particular, shapes our behavior. mafi natural wood floors 
 counteract odors such as those caused by disinfectants and create a positive 
 room climate.
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MEDICAL PRACTICE

Salzburg, Austria

[EITC BKN]

Tiger OAK CC   ·   brushed, natural oil
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HEALTH CENTER B-VITAL

Münster, Germany

Architect: Vervoorts & Schindler architects BDA

[EIEB BKM]

OAK Character  ·  brushed, 1x natural oil 1x white oil

Easy handling with great effect

– Wood floors create a relaxed atmosphere and people simply feel more comfortable 
 when beeing surrounded by wood. This makes time spent waiting go by more easily.

– Our open-pored surface paired with the matching wood floor soap is antibacterial 
 and antiseptic.
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DENTIST‘S OFFICE DR. MED. DENT. DAVID MILANI

Muri at Bern, Switzerland

[EITC BKN]

Tiger OAK CC   ·   brushed, natural oil
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[LAEB BKW]

LARCH  ·  brushed, white oil

ALLERGY MEDICAL CLINIC

Double Bay NSW, Australia

Planning for the medical practice of the future

– Modern furnishing concepts in the healthcare sector rely on sustainable materials 
 such as our mafi natural wood floors, which promote health and are completely 
 without harmful additives.

– Wood does not trigger any allergies; indeed, natural wood helps to purify the air 
 and improve the indoor climate.

11
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[NSSE SKN]

WALNUT USA  ·  sanded, natural oil

CITY COUNCIL CHAMBER

Mittweida, Germany

Architect: ATELIER n.4

PUBLIC PROJECTS



[LAEB BLW]

LARCH  ·  brushed, lye treated, white oil

WIMMER TAILOR‘S SHOP

Schleedorf, Austria

From the visitor‘s perspective

– The first impression counts: creating an atmosphere that makes people feel good 
 is the first step for a successful design concept.

– Design solutions and custom-made products for your property create unique selling 
 points and recognition value.

12
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GALLERY 19C

Kalifornien, USA

Architect: Arshia Architects

[EAEB BKA]

OAK Clear  ·  brushed, graphite grey oil

12
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MRS. SPORTY SPORTS CLUB

Linz, Austria

[EIVM BKN]

OAK Molto Vulcano  ·  brushed, natural oil

Wood floors as a communication tool

–	 Our	natural	wood	floors	with	a	negative	CO₂	balance	are	a	contribution	and 
 statement for a secure future.

– Floors with your corporate identity? Whether knots in your corporate colors or custom 
 floorboard designs, mafi Carving, Koral and Tiger collections make it possible.

12
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POLÈNE

Paris, France

Architect: Valeriane Lazard Interiors

[EIVB BKN]

OAK Vulcano Wide-Plank  ·  brushed, natural oil 12
7



SATTLER OPTICIANS

Graz, Austria

[ECKC BKN]

Coral OAK Vulcano CC  ·  brushed, natural oil

The factor time in maintenance

– Cleaning and care are carried out in one step, saving time and money.

– Repairs can be carried out locally and do not affect the entire surface or disrupt 
 regular business.
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INNSBRUCK AIRPORT LOUNGE

Innsbruck, Austria

Architect: NINA MAIR Architecture + Design

[EHVU BKN]

OAK Vulcano Medium  ·  brushed, natural oil

13
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[ECEB XKX]

OAK Country  ·  heavily brushed, extreme white oil

PRIVATE

Erlangen, Germany

Architect: Gräßel architects

MAFI 360°



O2 LIVE CONCEPT STORE

Berlin, Germany

Architect: hartmannvonsiebenthal 
the brand experience company GmbH

[EAEB BKN]

OAK Clear  ·  brushed, natural oil

Repeating materials on walls & ceilings

– Targeted repetitions of materials are key to high-quality furnishing concepts. mafi 
 natural wood planks can also be installed as accents on the wall or ceiling.

– The technical requirements are low: the boards are mounted directly on the wall 
 or ceiling with battens.
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PRIVATE

Hamburg, Germany
[EAEB BKM]

OAK Clear  ·  brushed, 1x natural oil 1x white oil

No more stairs as a sore thumb

– We manufacture bespoke stairs to match our floors.

– The coordinated material makes stairs part of the overall concept 
 and makes them appear much homier.

13
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PRIVATE

Lichtenstein, Germany
[EIT0 BKN]

Tiger OAK black  ·  brushed, natural oil

Necessities become design details

– We manufacture your natural wood floors to order and made to measure. 
 The same applies to special details relating to wood floors.

– Popular details are matching floor outlets, window sills, air vents, skirtings, 
 and even glass plates embedded in the floor in front of a fireplace.

13
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PRIVATE

Manly, Australia

[ECEB BKG]

OAK Country  ·  brushed, grey oil

Flex: the flexible natural wood plank

– „Back to the original shape“ is the motto of mafi‘s Flex planks. A tree trunk is round 
 and so is the mafi Flex plank.

– Columns or walls can be clad in the round, flexibly up to a radius of 360°.

– Particularly exciting: a flowing transition between floors and tabletops, for example.

14
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Material
Where does the wood come from? How does the product act over time? How sensitive is the floor and is it easy to repair or does the entire surface 
always have to be refinished?

A balanced structure
Ask about the thickness of the top layer, the symmetry of the back layer, and the adhesives used. Is the floor suitable for underfloor heating?

Feel
Color and surface treatment are inextricably linked. Is it just a seal or a high-quality, air-dried oil surface that leaves the wood natural? Touch the surface 
and feel the difference between plastic and wood!

Ingredients
Which substances and agents were used in the manufacturing process? How does the product behave in terms of indoor climate and healthy living?

The MAFI formula: your checklist for selecting floors

Countless terms, varied arguments in consultations, and blurred boundaries - whether 
manufacturers or retailers, do not make it easy to find your way in the wooden floor jungle. 
The MAFI formula is a tool that lets you ask the right questions and review the most 
important quality criteria:

14
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MEMBER

German Design Award
The German Design Award recognizes innovative products and projects, their manufacturers and designers, and sheds light on unique design trends. 
In 2017, mafi was awarded the German Design Award Special for the LARCH Domino Vulcano.

Red Dot Design Award
„Red Dot“ has established itself internationally as one of the most coveted seals of quality for outstanding design. mafi participated in the competition 
in 2009 and 2012 and received an honorable mention for product design 2009 and won the Product Design Interior category in 2012.

Energy Globe Award
The Energy Globe Award is the world‘s most prestigious environmental prize. It annually honors outstanding, sustainable projects with focusing on 
resource conservation, energy efficiency and the use of renewable energies. mafi won the 2011 award in the earth category.

ILFI – International Living Future Institute
The International Living Future Institute is a non-profit organization with the world‘s strictest standards for the construction industry. Its mission is to 
transform humanity so that it gives more to our environment than it takes. mafi has been a proud partner of the ILFI since 2019.

Living Product Challenge
LPC is a program for manufacturers to create products that are natural, inspiring, which give more back to the environment than they take away from 
it. LPC is the strictest certification program on the planet. mafi is the first wood floor manufacturer in the world to have successfully completed the 
certification.

Tested & trusted, mafi awards

Independent certifications guarantee security. mafi places a strong focus on environmental 
and sustainability certifications, as it is challenging to distinguish between greenwashing 
and real sustainable brands in this area.

mindful MATERIALS
mindful Materials is an online material library where manufacturers can present their products and certificates. The platform specializes in the sustainability 
market in the construction industry. mafi has put 53 products online on the platform for architects, designers, and sustainability managers to discover.

EPD – Environmental Product Declaration
EPD is an environmental product declaration for manufacturers and shows the sustainable life cycle for the entire production of a material or individual 
product. mafi has carried out a complete life cycle analysis of its production line. The entire mafi portfolio, and not just a specific product line, was 
shown	as	being	net	carbon-negative.	This	is	because	we	bind	more	CO₂	than	we	emit.

HPD – Health Product Declaration
HPD is an international health product declaration that tests the ingredients of a product and its toxicity. mafi‘s HPD certificate confirms the harmlessness 
of our entire product line.

USGBC – United States Green Building Council
The mission of the United States Green Building Council (USGBC) is to change the way buildings are planned, built, and operated and to leave behind 
an ecologically and socially responsible healthy environment that improves the quality of life for us humans. mafi is a USGBC partner and provides 
valuable points for building certification.

Declare
The Declare label is like the nutritional and ingredient labels seen on food products and tells consumers where the material comes from, where it 
is produced, and where it can end up at the end of its life cycle. mafi uses the „Declare 2.0 100 % Red List Free – verified by third parties“ label.

Red List Free
The Red List was launched by the International Living Future Institute (ILFI) and lists materials, chemicals, and elements used in the construction 
industry and products that are hazardous to human health and the environment. mafi natural wood floors do not contain any of these substances and 
are therefore 100 % Red List Free.

Sensitive Choice – National Australian Asthma Institute
As a non-profit organization, the National Asthma Institute helps some 300 million allergy and asthma sufferers around the world find the right products 
that can make their lives easier. mafi was the first wood floor manufacturer to complete the certification program successfully. 

FSC – Forest Stewardship Council®
As a pioneer of sustainability certification in forests, FSC has made a name for itself promoting and monitoring sustainability practices in forestry. mafi 
only uses sustainable wood and also offers FSC certification – FSC C017086.

Resources Saved
Interseroh – one of the leading providers of sustainable system services to close all aspects of product, material, and logistics cycles has awarded 
mafi the „resources SAVED 2013“ certificate. The calculations show that 24,037 kilograms of resources were saved in 2013.

MAS Certified Green
MAS is an emissions test laboratory specializing in helping companies to manufacture products for a green future with ecological building products. 
mafi natural wood floors were certified with the MAS Certified Green Label in 2018. mafi is one of the few wood flooring manufacturers in the world 
to have received this certification.
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… may have been the first step, but the result is always an expression of personality and 
creativity.

With our projects from all over the world and in a various applications, we try to set trends and point new ways forward. mafi natural wood floors form the 
basis for rooms and a wide variety of interior design concepts. Architects, designers, sales partners, and builders use it to create entirely individual projects 
that also become a source of inspiration for others and thus mark a new, first step. 

We draw our inspiration from nature and the natural texture of wood. In addition to the design, it is above all the technology used in our production that 
reflects this approach, because we give it the time needed and don‘t sacrifice naturalness for speed. This is why our wood dries in the open air, our white 
glue binds a little more slowly, but is free of pollutants, and our oil is absorbed deeply into the wood instead of drying quickly on the surface.  

Our inspiration is also found in the dialog and cooperation with the people who surround us. 

On the one hand, these are our colleagues, suppliers, and business partners in the region who have a deep connection and history with natural and sustainable 
wood processing. mafi is located in the heart of Europe on the edge of the Kobernauss Forest, which, together with the Hausruck Forest, forms one of the 
largest contiguous forest areas in Central Europe. Our two factories are just 12 km apart and both take wood logs and turn them into planks 100 % made 
in Austria. 

On the other hand, we draw our inspiration from our wide range of contacts with architects, designers, and wood flooring experts worldwide. Whether we 
are encouraged to use color from Mexico, the timeless restraint of Scandinavia, the modern simplicity of Asia, or uncompromisingly sustainable project 
requirements from the USA, inspiration is found in every encounter. 

Let us inspire you today!

 NATURAL WOOD FLOORS : WALK ON ART

Inspiration



mafi Naturholzboden GmbH      .      Utzweihstraße 25      .      A - 5212 Schneegattern      .      +43 7746 2711      .      office@mafi.com      .      www.mafi.com


